Ford 1g alternator

Mustangs have had alternator charging systems since August , when all Fords and Mercurys
became so equipped. Alternators are clearly better than generators in that they maintain a
steady charge at all engine speeds, including idle. There was the radio, heater, lighting,
occasionally horns, and the ignition system. Today, alternators have a much larger job to do
thanks to all the accessories we like to install in automobiles that offer the comforts of home.
When you start adding subwoofer sound systems, power windows and locks, high-intensity
headlights, electric cooling fans, and the rest of it, it can make an older Autolite 1G alternator
sweat with anxiety trying to keep up with the load. Cool thing is, you can uprate an older 1G
amp to amp with the right parts, or fit your classic with an uprated 1G for a stealthy
improvement. Alternator selection boils down to electrical demand. Output must be greater than
demand or you wind up with dim headlights and a dead battery. Showroom stockers can get by
with original equipmentâ€”the externally-regulated Autolite 1G common from to are all
interchangeable. In , Ford stepped up the charging system demand with the internally regulated
2G alternator, which looks basically like the 1G, only with a 2G-specific wiring harness. The 2G
was common to all Mustangs from to It was replaced by the 3G in , then the 4G and 6G later. Not
only were there differences in amperage rating, but also pulley sizing, width, and type, in either
one-groove or two. Most small- and big-block Fords had a 2. The High-Performance V-8
alternators had a larger 3. Dual-groove pulleys are 3. Pulley size, number of grooves, and amp
rating depended upon application. Alternator fan type is also very important to both
identification and function. According to Jack Brooks at Those first 1G alternators had the flat
blade fan used before March Beginning in March , a more sculptured stronger blade fan was
used on the 1G. Beginning November 17, , the 1G got a blade fan fewer, wider blades , which
was used through the end of 1G production in This blade fan was also used on the internally
regulated Motorcraft 2G alternator from Because these 1G cores have been so scattered
through rebuilds and salvage yards over the years, expect to see a wide variety of mismatched
parts. Beginning with the changeover to Motorcraft in , Ford redesigned the 1G case with a
square corner housing, which was used through the end of 1G production in You will see
mix-matched round and square housings, blade fans with round cases, blade fans with square
cases, and so on. You may get exactly what you want or wind up with a mix-matched case
combination. If you have an Autolite or Motorcraft 1G alternator original to your Mustang, there
are excellent resources where it can be rebuilt and massaged to perfection. The 1G is pretty
consistent throughout its production history, along with the Mustangs it bolts into. You are
better off having your 1G rebuilt by a trusted source. Although purists and restorers have spent
a lot of time trying to sort out 1G alternator case differences, there are no pat answers. There
are aftermarket 1G cases as well adding to the confusion. Ideally, you will find a complete 1G
core or castings appropriate for your restoration. Assembly plants installed whatever was in the
parts pipeline and no one cared. When you add corrosion issues to this connector, resistance
increases and heat becomes a major and dangerous issue. The Motorcraft 3G alternator is
available from a number of sources. There are plenty of reasons why you should replace your
1G or 2G with the 3G. The 3G will handle just about any size electrical load you can imagine,
whether you have a classic or late-model Mustang. The beauty of the 3G is idle speed output
and fitment. It delivers plenty of amperage at idle, and can deliver as much as amps depending
on where you source your 3G. It is more compact than the 3G and produces more amperage.
The 6G is a super-high-output alternator designed more specifically for late-model Mustang
applications with the 4. There is virtually no reason to apply it to your classic Mustang
application. Autolite or Motorcraft? In , Ford acquired the Autolite name, along with its assets,
including a spark plug manufacturing facility and a battery factory. Ford very quickly began
using Autolite products as original equipment in new vehicles. In the years to follow, Ford
would be involved in a lengthy federal anti-trust lawsuit that ended in when it was forced to sell
its Autolite Division to Bendix. When Ford sold Autolite, it came up with a marketing solution
known as Motorcraft. It brought back the old name and managed to make a success of it. This is
why the Motorcraft name appeared for the second time beginning in This is also when the 1G
alternator became a square case with the Motorcraft name. The Motorcraft name did wind up on
some round-case alternators toward the end of round-case production in The original Ford
alternator rated at 38 to 55 amps. It is externally regulated. It can be upgraded to 65, 95, , or
amps, though you are better off going to the 3G if you want over 95 amps. The 2G is the second
generation Ford alternator, internally-regulated with multiplex plug in and amp ratings. It can be
upgraded to and amps, though not recommended. The down side is the underrated plug and
wiring, and corrosions issues that cause high resistance, heat, and fire. The 3G is an
outstanding alternator for the money and is easy to install in any application. Never use the 2G
plug in a 3G swap. It will overheat and catch fire. The 3G is available in and amp ratings. The 4G
is a pancake version that looks like the 3G, which makes it ideal for tight installations. It was

also used on the all-new S Mustang for It is designed primarily for late-model Mustangs. It is
available in , It has never been easier to convert your standard interior Mustang to the much
sought-after Interior Decor Group optionâ€”aka Pony interior. Mishimoto EcoBoost Mustang
intercooler test with datalogs and track times. Replacing the inverter on a Cobra Terminator
gauge cluster. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to visit How to Identify
and Select Ford Alternators. Performance Seat Upgrade for any Fox-body Mustang. Mustang
Monthly. How To. Interior Electrical. Jim Smart. Most rebuilt 1G alternators are amp today with
new rectifiers, stators, and rotors. These alternators originally were identifiable by a color-code
prior to February and alphanumeric markings in the casting; purple for amp, orange for amp,
and red for amp. From February forward, alternator identification was stamped into the case.
Early 1G alternators have a simple harness with four terminals and protective boots. Beginning
in , Ford conceived this multiplex Y plug that fits over terminals and is protected with caps over
each terminal. This is a square-case Motorcraft 1G alternator with the convenient multiplex Y
plug. Photo Gallery View Photo Gallery. Most reputable rebuilders perform a complete
replacement of all 1G parts. You get what you pay for. Some clean up existing parts, dress
slipper rings, test all components for continuity, and put the alternator back together with new
bearings and brushes. Not all rebuilt 1G alternators are new inside. Unless you are doing a
concours restoration, it is suggested you step up to the Ford 3G alternator and the appropriate
wiring, which is a simple conversion with great benefits. The 2G struggles with a marginal
multiplex plug to begin with. When you add corrosion issues and poor continuity, you get
resistance and heat. It puts out nearly amps at idle and at speed. Dual internal cooling fans keep
the Powermaster 3G at a safe operating temperature. The 3G is available either in serpentine or
V-belt drive pulley configurations. The voltage regulator is integral and part of the brush holder,
which makes service easy. This is the super-high-output 4G alternator designed strictly for
Modular V-8s from Powermaster Motorsports. The beauty of the 4G is its compact size and
power output. The 4G is optimum for Modular applications with imposing induction systems.
The 3G remains the best vintage Mustang alternator upgrade. Sources Summit Racing. Connect
With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign Up Now. Most Popular. View More Girls. See All
News. Sponsored links. Related Articles. Mustang It only takes a minute to sign up. I could go to
a 3G, but I don't know whether I would need to change mounting brackets, and I'd like to avoid
that. In researching 1G units, there are 2 models, and What's the difference, and is it important
for my application? Also this alternator parts house has a A upgrade kit for a 1G. Would this be
a good alternative to buying a new one from Summit or Jegs? More background if needed: The
W is a replacement engine put into a 69 Mustang. I think the engine came from a late early 90s F
someone else did the swap before I got it, so I don't have a specific year. The present alternator
works, but the voltage drops enough when I'm running lights, wipers, turn signal, radio, then
step on the brakes -- the radio shuts down for low voltage. Thankfully, the car keeps running,
but I definitely need more amperage. Honestly, I don't think you need an upgraded alternator. I
suspect you need a new or rebuilt alternator of the same output. It's not an ambulance, or a
plow, or a winch truck. Your current alternator if in good shape should be able to keep up with a
amp load, which I'm guestimating is your "worse-case" load you described. Before trying to
upgrade, have your current alternator checked out. If it checks out okay and you still feel you
need more, consider a smaller pulley - a bunch cheaper than an upgrade. Beyond that I'm not
knowledgeable about these specific FoMoCo alts to know if there's a "drop-in" replacement that
will yield more amps. However, as I said - I don't think you need it. UNLESS your "stereo" is of
the competition variety that dims lights in neighboring towns and cannot actually be listened to
inside the vehicle without hearing loss Your charging loss might very well be in the wires alone.
While the seems to refer to the lower amp alternators. Then there are variations on the number
which seem to refer to the number of grooves on the pulley as well as clock position. You would
have to take the voltage regulator wiring into consideration if you did swap 1g internal or
external to 3g internal. The site also mentions that there are many variations to the Ford 1g
alternator cases. Although purists and restorers have spent a lot of time trying to sort out 1G
alternator case differences, there are no pat answers. There are aftermarket 1G cases as well
adding to the confusion. Ideally, you will find a complete 1G core or castings appropriate for
your restoration. IMO since you have an alternator case that fits, your best option if you want a
higher amp alternator would be to go with the upgrade kit and have a professional rebuild it.
Sign up to join this community. The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. Upgrading a
Ford 1G alternator: What is vs , or is a kit a better approach? Ask Question. Asked 3 years, 3
months ago. Active 3 years, 3 months ago. Viewed 1k times. Improve this question. Bill N Bill N
6 6 silver badges 15 15 bronze badges. Add a comment. Active Oldest Votes. I'm sorry, what??
I'm a huge Bronco fan and this has always been a problem. Easily solved. Improve this answer.
SteveRacer SteveRacer I do have a small 10" subwoofer which will draw a little amperage, too.

Great thought about the wiring, especially the alternator-to-battery. It's probably too small! Ben
Ben I did see that site about "how to identify" but I didn't see anything about vs I'm not really
looking for a concours restoration, just want to avoid retooling all the mounting brackets. If
upgrading the wiring harness doesn't work see SteveRacer answer , I'll probably just get a
Summit Racing amp. Sign up or log in Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up
using Email and Password. Post as a guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured
on Meta. Visual design changes to the review queues. Opt-in alpha test for a new Stacks editor.
Related 5. Hot Network Questions. Question feed. The first G-series was the 1G externally
regulated alternator. The 2G was the second, but uses a power plug instead of battery posts and
cannot be upgraded. Usually swapped to the 3G Series which is still in use and is easily
upgraded. The 3G Series alternator features internal fans and voltage regulator. First G-series to
have internal voltage regulator. Same size diameter as the 3G, but the 4G has a black metallic
cover on the rear. Uses the same plug as the 3G series alternator. We believe the 3G is the
superior alternator, but the 4G series comes in several unique mounting styles which aren't
compatible with 3G series alternators. The 4G series side mount looks visually similar to the 3G
series Side Mount, but the mounting holes do not line up. This series is very similar to the 3G
series that came before. The stator is the same, but the rotor, housings, rectifier, and regulator
are different. Computer controlled voltage regulators were also more common in this style of
charging system than in the previous generations. The 6G series alternator came in both large
and small case versions. The mounting styles are largely the same as the previous generations,
though there are several mounting configurations which are only available in the small case
size. All rights reserved. Trade marks and trade names used for reference purpose only.
Alternators By. Search Pages: Find. Search Pages: Search. Toggle navigation Main Menu.
Lester Nos: , , Mounting ear, M8 x 1. Lester Nos: , M8 x 1. Site Map Privacy Policy. It was even
worse at night with the headlights on. Having to get a pushstart in the staging lanes at the drag
strip is not fun! Granted, I do have underdrive pulleys installed, but rather than remove the
pulleys I decided to upgrade my car to the much better 3G amp alternator. This will handle just
about any electrical load thrown at it, including an electric fan which I intend to install later. This
is a common swap for Mustang owners, so there is a lot of info on the web about converting
their 2G alternators over to 3G. First, a baseline. Here are the idle voltage readings I got before
the swap with all accessories OFF:. The yellow DVOM is hooked directly to the starter solenoid
on the fender I have a trunk mounted battery. The voltmeter in the dash is hooked up to the
trunk release button â€” the nearest key-on source of power. The results are pretty sad. Just
having the brake lights on at idle is just about enough to kill the battery in this situation. So I
logged onto I took it down to the local Autozone and it tested good. As I said before, there is
very little info on the web about converting the 1G alternator to 3G, but one of the few sources I
found was a company called PA Performance at They also sell a 4-gauge main power wire kit
with amp fuse and the correct ends to connect to the starter solenoid and alternator. Before I
installed the new alternator, I made a quick comparison of the 1G to 3G alternators. Obviously
the 1G is amps and the 3G is amps. The 3G has an internal fan and larger case than the 1G, but
fits in the same mounts. One difference I did notice is that the 3G alternator is heavier than the
1G. So I weighed them to be sure. A 4-lb difference, but totally worth it in my opinion for double
the juice of the 1G unit! On to the swap! First disconnect the battery. Obviously the next step is
to remove the original alternator. First remove the belt, then remove the top alternator bolt, then
the long bottom bolt and the alternator should wiggle out. Next I chose to tackle the wiring. First
job is to install the 4-gauge wire kit. Pretty simple. The only other job is to mount the in-line fuse
box. I decided to mount mine on the front of the strut tower. I found an unused bolt just sitting
in the strut tower not holding anything. It fit right through the mount hole on the fuse block so I
used it. Just be careful not to overtighten the mount bolts, as the fuse bolt holes are fragile and
I accidentally cracked the plastic. Next I did the wiring on the alternator. Everything else is
plug-in. First I plugged in the main connector to the alternator. There are three wires coming
from this connector. I cut the factory connector off and connected it to the remaining wire from
the PA connector already has a butt connector on it from PA. At this point I mounted the
alternator back on the bracket temporarily and dealt with the remaining wires. Tape it up
securely so it cannot come in contact with ground as there is some voltage going through there.
Connect them in any manner that you can get them to fit, then attach the securing nut 10mm.
Here is what the wiring at the back of the alternator should look like:. I covered the wires with
some split tubing to make it a bit cleaner looking, and secured everything with the included zip
ties. Almost done! Now all that was needed was to actually mount the alternator. It would go
through the back just fine, so I found the appropriate size drill bit forget the size, sorry and
drilled through the back of the hole till it came out the front. Problem solved. So I mounted the
alternator with the bottom bolt. The bracket clearancing as shown earlier was perfect so the top

holes matched up. Only problem is the top hole on the 1G alternator is threaded whereas the 3G
is not. I installed it in the top bolt, double checked my connections, reinstalled the belt and the
other things I removed, and voila! I was done. Now the test. Same as before, idle with no
accessories on:. And with all the accessories on:. As you can see, the car now has more voltage
at idle with ALL accessories on with the 3G installed than it had at idle with NO accessories on
with the 1G installed! Pretty darn impressive. I do have to admit that I left the stock 3G pulley on
instead of the underdrive pulley, so that may make the comparison a little unfair. But
interestingly enough, the stock pulley looks bigger than the underdrive pulley! The conversion
took me about 2. We incorporate a new replacement external regulator box as shown to capture
the proper circuit and retain the stock wiring harness along with our own 3-wire 3G Series
regulator plug. Great product makes for an easy up grade to 3g alt on an older fox. Good quality
product, but instructions are less than adequate in my opinion for those who have not
performed this conversion. As an example, there is no information regarding clocking the
alternator to match wiring position of existing alternator 1G to 3G classic Mustang , the
illustrative pictures are too small to be effective, and the step-by-step instructions are confusing
once you get to the second page. A short and simple PA Performance video regarding this
conversion process would solve all of these issues. PA Performance: We have since added
additional simplified instructions to this kit. Simple straight forward installation. Instructions
where clear and help from tech on the phone was nice also! Installed and worked as advertised!
Nice kit,fit was fine, though I chose to shorten the wires on my installation. I could see where
someone would struggle with the instructions if they are inexperienced. Overall, I'd recommend
this kit for converting your charging system. I just finished it today went from I pulled the alt.
Had wires running everywhere to make sure everything worked. Got all wiring neaten up. Put
about 35 miles on it, done a couple of burnouts and ran it through the gears. Not a problem.
Would recommend the upgrade to anyone running under drive pulleys and electric cooling fans.
Toggle menu Call Us: Gift Certificate Login or Sign Up 0. Dodge Challenger Challenger 5. You
save. Current Stock:. Quantity: Decrease Quantity: Increase Quantity:. Share This Article.
Product Videos. Custom Field. Great product makes for an easy up grade to 3g alt on an older
fox Good quality product, but instructions are less than adequate in my opinion for those who
have not performed this conversion. Very easy to swap, best choice so far Worked grest Simple
straight forward installation. Overall, I'd recommend this kit for converting your charging
system I just finished it today went from You May Also Like Quick view Details. Add to Cart.
Choose Options. Recommended Quick view Details. Mustangs have had alternator charging
systems since August , when all Fords and Mercurys became so equipped. Alternators are
clearly better than generators in that they maintain a steady charge at all engine speeds,
including idle. There was the radio, heater, lighting, occasionally horns, and the ignition system.
Today, alternators have a much larger job to do thanks to all the accessories we like to install in
automobiles that offer the comforts of home. When you start adding subwoofer sound systems,
power windows and locks, high-intensity headlights, electric cooling fans, and the rest of it, it
can make an older Autolite 1G alternator sweat with anxiety trying to keep up with the load. Cool
thing is, you can uprate an older 1G amp to amp with the right parts, or fit your classic with an
uprated 1G for a stealthy improvement. Alternator selection boils down to electrical demand.
Output must be greater than demand or you wind up with dim headlights and a dead battery.
Showroom stockers can get by with original equipmentâ€”the externally-regulated Autolite 1G
common from to are all interchangeable. In , Ford stepped up the charging system demand with
the internally regulated 2G alternator, which looks basically like the 1G, only with a 2G-specific
wiring harness. The 2G was common to all Mustangs from to It was replaced by the 3G in , then
the 4G and 6G later. Not only were there differences in amperage rating, but also pulley sizing,
width, and type, in either one-groove or two. Most small- and big-block Fords had a 2. The
High-Performance V-8 alternators had a larger 3. Dual-groove pulleys are 3. Pulley size, number
of grooves, and amp rating depended upon application. Alternator fan type is also very
important to both identification and function. According to Jack Brooks at Those first 1G
alternators had the flat blade fan used before March Beginning in March , a more sculptured
stronger blade fan was used on the 1G. Beginning November 17, , the 1G got a blade fan fewer,
wider blades , which was used through the end of 1G production in This blade fan was also
used on the internally regulated Motorcraft 2G alternator from Because these 1G cores have
been so scattered through rebuilds and salvage yards over the years, expect to see a wide
variety of mismatched parts. Beginning with the changeover to Motorcraft in , Ford redesigned
the 1G case with a square corner housing, which was used through the end of 1G production in
You will see mix-matched round and square housings, blade fans with round cases, blade fans
with square cases, and so on. You may get exactly what you want or wind up with a
mix-matched case combination. If you have an Autolite or Motorcraft 1G alternator original to

your Mustang, there are excellent resources where it can be rebuilt and massaged to perfection.
The 1G is pretty consistent throughout its production history, along with the Mustangs it bolts
into. You are better off having your 1G rebuilt by a trusted source. Although purists and
restorers have spent a lot of time trying to sort out 1G alternator case differences, there are no
pat answers. There are aftermarket 1G cases as well adding to the confusion. Ideally, you will
find a complete 1G core or castings appropriate for your restoration. Assembly plants installed
whatever was in the parts pipeline and no one cared. When you add corrosion issues to this
connector, resistance increases and heat becomes a major and dangerous issue. The
Motorcraft 3G alternator is available from a number of sources. There are plenty of reasons why
you should replace your 1G or 2G with the 3G. The 3G will handle just about any size electrical
load you can imagine, whether you have a classic or late-model Mustang. The beauty of the 3G
is idle speed output and fitment. It delivers plenty of amperage at idle, and can deliver as much
as amps depending on where you source your 3G. It is more compact than the 3G and produces
more amperage. The 6G is a super-high-output alternator designed more specifically for
late-model Mustang applications with the 4. There is virtually no reason to apply it to your
classic Mustang application. Autolite or Motorcraft? In , Ford acquired the Autolite name, along
with its assets, including a spark plug manufacturing facility and a battery factory. Ford very
quickly began using Autolite products as original equipment in new vehicles. In the years to
follow, Ford would be involved in a lengthy federal anti-trust lawsuit that ended in when it was
forced to sell its Autolite Division to Bendix. When Ford sold Autolite, it came up with a
marketing solution known as Motorcraft. It brought back the old name and managed to make a
success of it. This is why the Motorcraft name appeared for the second time beginning in This is
also when the 1G alternator became a square case with the Motorcraft name. The Motorcraft
name did wind up on some round-case alternators toward the end of round-case production in
The original Ford alternator rated at 38 to 55 amps. It is externally regulated. It can be upgraded
to 65, 95, , or amps, though you are better off going to the 3G if you want over 95 amps. The 2G
is the second generation Ford alternator, internally-regulated with multiplex plug in and amp
ratings. It can be upgraded to and amps, though not recommended. The down side is the
underrated plug and wiring, and corrosions issues that cause high resistance, heat, and fire.
The 3G is an outstanding alternator for the money and is easy to install in any application.
Never use the 2G plug in a 3G swap. It will overheat and catch fire. The 3G is available in and
amp ratings. The 4G is a pancake version that looks like the 3G, which makes it ideal for tight
installations. It was also used on the all-new S Mustang for It is designed primarily for
late-model Mustangs. It is available in , It has never been easier to convert your standard
interior Mustang to the much sought-after Interior Decor Group optionâ€”aka Pony interior.
Mishimoto EcoBoost Mustang intercooler test with datalogs and track times. Replacing the
inverter on a Cobra Terminator gauge cluster. We apologize for this inconvenience and
encourage you to visit How to Identify and Select Ford Alternators. Performance Seat Upgrade
for any Fox-body Mustang. Mustang Monthly. How To. Interior Electrical. Jim Smart. Most rebuilt
1G alternators are amp today with new rectifiers, stators, and rotors. These alternators
originally were identifiable by a color-code prior to February and alphanumeric markings in the
casting; purple for amp, orange for amp, and red for amp. From February forward, alternator
identification was stamped into the case. Early 1G alternators have a simple harness with four
terminals and protective boots. Beginning in , Ford conceived this multiplex Y plug that fits over
terminals and is protected with caps over each terminal. This is a square-case Motorcraft 1G
alternator with the convenient multiplex Y plug. Photo Gallery View Photo Gallery. Most
reputable rebuilders perform a complete replacement of all 1G parts. You get what you pay for.
Some clean up existing parts, dress slipper rings, test all components for continuity, and put
the alternator back together with new bearings and brushes. Not all rebuilt 1G alternators are
new inside. Unless you are doing a concours restoration, it is suggested you step up to the
Ford 3G alternator
25 hp kohler engine wiring diagram
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2006 monte carlo exhaust system
and the appropriate wiring, which is a simple conversion with great benefits. The 2G struggles
with a marginal multiplex plug to begin with. When you add corrosion issues and poor
continuity, you get resistance and heat. It puts out nearly amps at idle and at speed. Dual
internal cooling fans keep the Powermaster 3G at a safe operating temperature. The 3G is
available either in serpentine or V-belt drive pulley configurations. The voltage regulator is
integral and part of the brush holder, which makes service easy. This is the super-high-output
4G alternator designed strictly for Modular V-8s from Powermaster Motorsports. The beauty of

the 4G is its compact size and power output. The 4G is optimum for Modular applications with
imposing induction systems. The 3G remains the best vintage Mustang alternator upgrade.
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